Identification of piecewise linear dynamical systems using physically-interpretable neural-fuzzy networks: Methods and applications to origami structures.
Self-locking origami structures are characterized by their piecewise linear constitutive relations between force and deformation, which, in practice, are always completely opaque and unmeasurable: the number of piecewise segments, the positions of non-smooth points, and the linear parameters of each segment are unknown a priori. However, acquiring this information is of fundamental importance for understanding the origami structure's dynamic folding process and predicting its dynamic behaviors. This, therefore, arouses our interest in adopting a dynamical identification process to determine the model and to estimate the parameters. In this research, based on the piecewise linear assumption, a physically-interpretable neural-fuzzy network is built to correlate the measured input and output data. Unlike the conventional approaches, the constructed neural network possesses specific physical meaning of its components: the number of neurons relates to the number of piecewise segments, the coefficients of the local linear models relate to the parameters of the constitutive relations, and the validity functions relate to the positions of non-smooth points. By addressing several examples with different backgrounds, the network's underlying data training methods are illustrated, including the local linear optimization for linear parameters, nested optimization for nonlinear partitions, and Local Linear Model Tree optimization for model selection. Noting that the tackled origami problem holds strong universality in terms of the unknown piecewise characteristics, the proposed approach would thus provide an effective, generic, and physically significant means for handling piecewise linear dynamical systems and meanwhile bring fresh vitality to the artificial neural network research.